

INSTRUMENT FAMILY CHARACTERISTICS AND SCIENCE OF SOUND QUIZ

ANSWER CHOICES: 
A. Brass Family Instruments 			C. String Family Instruments 
B. Woodwind Family Instruments		D. Percussion Family Instruments 

Read each statement below.  Decide which instrument family each statement describes.  Write an A for brass, B for woodwinds, C for strings, and a D for percussion family instruments. 

	Buzzing the lips into a cupped shaped mouthpiece plays the instruments in this family. 
	Players of instruments in this family produce high and low sounds by placing their fingers on keys that cover up holes in the body of the instruments. 
	Many instruments in this family have a sound box in which the sound waves vibrate to produce more volume. 
	Instruments in this family have single or double reeds in the mouthpieces or a hole that the player blows across to produce the sound. 
	A recorder is a member of this family and has a mouthpiece that resembles a whistle. 
	Instruments in this family are played by tapping, rubbing them together, or shaking them.
	People who play instruments in this family make high and low sounds on these horns by placing their fingers on valves. The exception is the trombone, which has a slide. 
	One of the functions of the instruments in this family is to make interesting sound effects for the band or orchestra.  
	Some instruments in this family are used to help keep the beat steady in a band, orchestra, or smaller group of musicians.
	Instruments in this family are played by plucking, strumming, or bowing the strings. 


      Write the word high or low in the blanks below.

	Long things vibrate slowly and produce ________ sounds. 


	Short things vibrate faster than long things and produce ________ sounds. 
	Thick things vibrate slowly and produce ________ sounds. 

Thin things vibrate faster than thick things and produce ________ sounds. 
Strings stretched tightly produce ________ sounds. 
Strings stretched loosely produce________ sounds. 
	Covering fewer holes or keys with your fingers on a woodwind instrument produces _______sounds.
	Covering more holes or keys with your fingers on a woodwind instrument produces ________sounds.
	When playing brass instruments, tight lips produce ________ sounds. 

When playing brass instruments, loose lips produce ________ sounds. 



